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TCG 

TCG changes 

n  New Interest 
Groups 
n  Education 
n  Time Domain 

(transformation 
of VOEvent WG) 

n  New chairs and 
vice-chairs 
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TCG 

Science Use Cases 

n  Adopted by Exec 
n  Time Series 

n  Creation of a Time Domain IG 
n  Evaluation of SimpleTimeSeries data model by DM 

and TD 

n  Radio Astronomy 
n  Access to n-dimensional data (n>2) 
n  DAL: DataLink and DataAccess 
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TCG 

Standards in Recommendation 
Process 
n  VOSpace 2.0 

n  TCG needs to finish its review 

n  PhotDM 1.0 
n  Document will be updated and changes evaluated before 

proceeding 

n  SimpleDALRegExt 1.0 
n  RFC comments discussed and minor changes to be made 

for TCG review 

n  VOUnits 1.0 
n  RFC comments are minor 
n  Will generate a new version for TCG review in a week or so 
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TCG 

Update of IVOA Architecture 

n  To be removed: 
n  SEAP 
n  VOPipe 

n  To be added: 
n  DALI: Data Access Layer 

Interface 
n  Datalink 
n  VOEventRegExt 
n  VTP: VOEvent Transport Protocol 

n  Update with completion of 
Roadmap 
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TCG 

IVOA Standards per year 

Planned 


